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Lya wakes up as she does lately in the last few days, with some back pains and quite tired, even
Lya has started to think that maybe they are due to the aches and pains of age, even though she is
a young woman so she shouldn't worry about that. Since Lya has started having nightmares in
which she is turned into a balloon and all kinds of inflatable objects, she wakes up every day with
back pains, wondering if this bad sleep and these nightmares are somehow related. Or perhaps,
Lya thinks teasingly, is she being turned into a balloon over and over again without realizing it, or
are the dreams a projection of what other versions of herself suffer in other universes? That is
unlikely, or so Lya thinks as she gets up from her bed and stretches. However, someone would
disturb her peace at that moment, someone ringing the doorbell. Who could it be? Lya thinks to
herself, if she wasn't expecting visitors and didn't order anything by mail or food to be disturbed in
her home at 7 AM.

It would be her biggest surprise when Lya opens the door and receives a package that has no
return address,  and not only  that,  but  it  also has two very strange and unusual  objects:  two
nozzles  from a  balloon and two nozzles  from inflatable  pool  toys.  It  is  at  this  point  that  Lya
wonders if this is related to her nightmares or how anyone knows what she sees in her nightmares
to play such a bad joke on her. Besides, in case it was a gift, it would be a tasteless gift to have no
use for  those two objects  on their  own,  thinking that  at  least  Lya would have been sent the
balloons or the inflatable toys that were originally part of those inflatable nozzles.

Lya, curious and thoughtful about what she could do with those objects, fiddled with one of the
balloon nozzles and superimposed one of them on a lamp. However, although the usual thing
would be to expect nothing after doing such childishness, Lya's face changed from disinterest to
surprise as she saw that object begin to mutate and transform somehow in her hands. Finally the
table lamp turned into a balloon and that nozzle she stuck on the lamp, which seems to be sticky,
as if it had some glue on it, became the inflation nozzle of the balloon the lamp turned into.

Lya, very impressed by what happened, wonders then, if objects react that way, maybe Lya is still
dreaming, even if this time her dream seems more like a dream than a nightmare, not to mention
that everything feels so real in her environment.. But it can't be reality if she just saw a lamp turn
into a balloon, so she tries to take advantage of what she thinks is a lucid dream to play with the
other three remaining inflation nozzles. One remaining to inflate a balloon and two remaining to
inflate larger inflatable toys.





[Route A]

Lya then takes the inflatable toy nozzle and sticks it to her shoulder. After all, if it's all a dream
apparently, what's the worst that could happen?

Then Lya's body begins to feel inexplicably warm as she watches her limbs begin to expand in one
way or another.

Eventually Lya falls to the floor turned into an inflatable sex doll. However she can still feel and
finds herself moderately aware of what is happening, but immersed in a deep and inexplicable
pleasure, trembling a little involuntarily.



Meanwhile, a shadow is watching from outside Lya's house with her face glued to the window just
like a sick person obsessed with Lya and enjoying the function inside the house of seeing Lya
turning into an inflatable doll.

After  that,  that  mysterious  woman,  who turns  out  to  be Machiko,  enters  Lya's  house (taking
advantage of the fact that she forgot to close the door after receiving the package, she always
forgets) and takes Lya turned into a doll and carries her on her shoulder to take her with her.

Finally, Machiko decides that, for a change in her mechanics, it would be interesting to put Lya on
display as a sex doll, so Machiko packs Lya in a life-size doll package and dresses her according to a
sex doll, with a sexy schoolgirl uniform, and puts her on display in a showcase facing the outside of
the street, while Lya's mind is diluted in a growing pleasure, especially as people on the street
come closer to see such a cute inflatable sex doll as she is. Machiko wonders, how quickly will Lya
be bought?



[Route B]

Lya then goes the other balloon nozzle and wonders, how surreal would it be to be turned into a
balloon herself too if she were to attach the balloon nozzle to herself? What kind of balloon would
it be? Be that as it may there is nothing to lose since it is a dream, right? Then Lya sticks the
balloon nozzle on her arm.

At that very moment nothing happened, as if it was more than a dream or a nightmare, it was all
about Lya's hallucinations. However her body suddenly began to vibrate and dilate in an abnormal
way, without giving Lya time to try to remove the balloon nozzle from her arm or even maneuver.
Then finally Lya ends up turned into a beautiful, round balloon floating in her living room until it
hits the ceiling.



Machiko, who has entered Lya's house again (as for her time passes in a linear way even though
for Lya it seems to repeat the same day over and over again) feels very happy with the result and
cannot help but feel euphoria at the sight of that beautiful and perfect balloon, being able to
repeat this situation over and over again no matter how repetitive it gets as she loves Lya so much
in her balloon form, taking the case and the balloon that Lya was turned into to leave her house
and return another day (maybe next day?).




